perception of fiction as a male domain, an anxiety which is to some extent diminished by the writing of the autobiographical texts between Les Mandarins and Les Belles Images, and secondly, a renewed interest, due mainly to the Algerian War, in the 'situation', in how individuals maintain themselves in bad faith, which necessitates first-person mythmaking narratives.6
It is the first of these two reasons which interests me here, since it suggests that there is a subtext operating in the late fiction, a subtext familiar to the modern reader: that of the impossibility of fiction. It is a point made by Moi concerning one of the three stories of La Femme rompue, the final story from which the collection takes its name, when she points out how our view of the story may well be substantially different from Beauvoir's:
Beauvoir claims that one of the clues to Monique's guilt is the fact that she constantly contradicts herself, whereas 'post-modern' readers tend to see this confusion not as a sign of her stupidity or blindness but as an excellent illustration of the treacherous, deconstructive nature of all language. To the same readers, Monique's increasing epistemological helplessness does not necessarily signal her specific lack of insight, but rather a correct insight into the unstable nature of knowledge in general. ('Intentions', p. 78) I would like to suggest that this comment could be applied not just to 'La Femme rompue' but to the collection as a whole; all three stories illustrate the impossibility of fiction in general. There is a way, however, in which the stories also illustrate the peculiar difficulties that a woman writer in the late I96os faced in coping with the possibility of fiction. In other words, my underlying argument will be that for a woman writer the impossibility of fiction intersected (and may still intersect) with the impossibility of writing, in that she is caught within a male tradition of writing.
As Fallaize has shown, anxiety concerning language manifests itself in 'the dissolution of narrative structure in Beauvoir's fiction and the loss of authority of the character-narrator', and this 'can be seen to be closely associated with the gradual emergence of the figure of the "negative" mad woman' (The Novels, p. 181). The impossibility of fiction and the impossibility of writing merge in La Femme rompue, articulated not just around the figure of the mad woman, as Fallaize suggests here, but also in a specific and insistent set of images: images of vision, and images of entombment, which serve to support the figure of the mad woman metaphorically. The second half of this paper will focus on these images. I first attempt to show how all three stories sketch out the mytheme of madness -the disintegration of the protagonist in a claustrophobic room -as an allegory of the struggle of the writer with language.
The madwoman in the attic
Fallaize points out the common features of the three stories: 'The ways in which these three women use words to build myths about their roles as wives and mothers, to conceal from themselves the passage of time, to cover over the difficulties that they have in relating to their bodies, become an insistent pattern -an indication of a common "situation" as women' (The Novels, pp. 171-72). The ostensible subjects are a nameless female narrator (whose 'mirrors', her mother-in law and her ex-student, are called Manette and Martine respectively), Murielle, and Monique. The curious duplication of names beginning with M is perhaps not fortuitous, since the three protagonists have much in common. Quite apart from the similarity of their general situations, stressed by Beauvoir herself, and those mentioned by Fallaize above, there are two other parallels which interest me here. The first of these is the fact that each of the stories focuses on a woman's crisis of identity, a crisis which is a proto-madness (in each case, not just in the case of the middle story) and which occurs within the claustrophobic confines of a room. The room functions as a critical space, a space of crisis, of disorganization, but also (and this is the second parallel which I shall discuss) a space of potential transformation, in which writing has a crucial although problematic part to play.
The first parallel between the three protagonists is the crisis which occurs in a locked or lonely room. The crisis of the academic in the first story, 'L'Age de discretion', occurs when the book she has written, and which she thinks is remarkably original, an honest critical communication with her readership, is poorly received. She locks herself in her room to reread it, and comes to realize that the book has failed in what she set out to do; it has not communicated any new ideas. The book is inadequate, and her identification with her writing makes her feel inadequate, as a result of which she goes through a crisis, a sort of proto-lunacy. 
I write therefore I am
The second parallel between the three protagonists is that each of them is, or tries to be, a writer, and that for each of them writing is literally a life-saver: 'Je ne pourrais pas vivre sans ecrire', says the woman of the first story ( She is in fact referring to crosswords; but the godlike originating power she ascribes to herself, as well as the emphasis on the intellectual operation involved, is emblematic of her approach to her own writing. She applies interpretative grids to texts by (male) writers, such as Rousseau and Montesquieu, seeking above all to be original.
The remainder of the story shows how mistaken she was in all her assumptions: she was not being original, non-communication does exist, the intellect is less important than an indefinable and intuitive otherness (it is her husband's tone of voice that brings them back together again, not the words he actually speaks (p. 78)). One cannot help feeling that the academic is being punished for her desire to transmit a very male academic tradition: apart from her books on Montesquieu and Rousseau, as Fallaize points out (The Novels, p. 159), she is constantly quoting from literary or philosophical texts by male writers. Even when she and her husband are reunited, she has recourse to one of the originary texts of the romance tradition, Aucassin et Nicolette, citing two lines from one of the songs which appropriately celebrates the reunion of the two lovers. This is unintentionally ironic, however, since Aucassin et Nicolette is a spoof on courtly love. Beauvoir's comments on the story suggest that she wished to convey a muted optimism8 but the comic context of Aucassin et Nicolette, I would suggest, undermines the reunion between husband and wife. Moreover, the commentary on the lines quoted echoes the beginning of the There is no indication that this might work, and indeed the other ploy suggested to Monique, that she should find work, is somewhat ironic, since it involves writing fiches from past issues of a medical journal for a man who is preparing a history of medicine (p. 24I). This is ironic, since Monique is being asked metaphorically, as it were, to rake through her husband's past (he is a doctor), when she is supposed to be finding herself.
The three stories allegorize the search for an authentic mode of self-expression. The intellectual's approach, the hysteric's approach, the respectable middle-class woman's approach -these attempts all fail, catastrophically. This allegory of the quest for authenticity is supported by the almost inevitable metaphor of vision. In simple terms, to be authentic is to be so true to yourself that you are transparent (if self= self, they cancel each other out, something like a double negative). As Monique says about her relationship with Maurice before her crisis, 'nous etions l'un pour l'autre une absolue transparence' (p. 129). This echoes the first page of the first story: 'En gros nous n'ignorons rien l'un de l'autre' (p. 9), and is a theme of the middle story as well: 'Ils n'aiment pas qu'on voie clair en eux; moije suis vraieje ne joue pas lejeuj'arrache les masques' (p. 97).
To be is to see (beyond)
All three protagonists insist on metaphors of vision (in which I include images of light/opacity, sky/earth, sun/dark). These images form the metaphoric fabric of the failure to achieve an authentic mode of self-expression.
In The moonlight mentioned in the penultimate extract functions as a metaphor for uneasy compromise both with her husband and with herself. In the second story, 'Monologue', moonlight functions both as a metaphor for madness and as a metaphor for an inauthentic absolute, an illusory purity. It is bound up with the cliched opposition between mother-earth/father-sky.
The I4July celebrations which Murielle recounts towards the beginning of her monologue is the neurotic centre of this complex of images. She recalls being forced to watch her little brother on his father's shoulders enjoying the fireworks, whereas she is on the ground 'pressee entre leurs corps juste a la hauteur de leur sexe dans l'odeur de sexe de cette foule en chaleur' (p. 88). Murielle's mother is the repository of diseased sexuality for her: 'Je ne voulais pas que ma fille devienne une putain comme ma mere' (p. 95), mainly because of the double jealousy Murielle feels towards her; the mother preferred Murielle's brother to her, and still seems to be enjoying a healthy sexual relationship, whereas Murielle cannot: 'Moije trouve que des cinquante ans il faut avoir la decence de renoncer; j'ai renonce bien avant depuis mon deuil' (p. The final gesture of the narrator of the first story was to avert her eyes from the horizon of the future. Murielle's more hysterical version of that is first to fantasize a cataclysm which would sweep the world away (p. Ioo) and secondly, and finally, to conjure up the vision of the Last Judgement, the ultimate partition between sky/earth, where she would watch others suffer from her privileged position in Paradise (p. 118). Throughout this story, then, the emphasis has been on how Murielle appears to others, and on hysterical oscillation between purity of vision and absolute freedom on the one hand, associated with the gaze of (God) the Father, and, on the other, disease, sexuality, and entombment, associated with the (whore) Mother.
'La Femme rompue' opens with an ascent. Monique climbs the stairs of the central pavilion of the Salines of Ledoux to contemplate the 'simulacre fantastique' which they represent (p. 122). Toril Moi points out how the Salines could be seen as a 'rather heavy-handed authorial metaphor of Monique's ignorance of her situation or as a first hint of the bleak final image in the book' ('Intentions', p. 74). In fact, the final story opens with a double metaphorical ascent, since Maurice's plane takes off 'avec la brutalite d'un adieu' (p. 122), an image echoed at the end of the story, as is the Salines image, by Monique's descent into Orly after her trip to Lucienne in New York. Between these two images of ascent/descent, various stages are sketched out, with an emphasis on vision, as was the case in the first story in particular. Within a few lines, for example, there is another double ascent, involving Monique on both occasions. In the first, she climbs the spiral staircase of the Sainte-Chapelle: 'II y avait des touristes etrangers et un couple qui regardait les vitraux, la main dans la main. Moij'ai mal regarde' (p. I26). In the second, she rushes up the stairs to her flat, commenting on the lack of light coming through the curtains (p. 127). This kind of image helps to structure the opposition between sky/clarity of vision on the one hand and earth/opacity on the other. The darkened flat suggests that Monique cannot see into her situation (as she will realize much later); her lack of attention to the play of light through the stained-glass windows suggest the difficulty she will have in seeing beyond her situation, as will be made explicit in the final lines of the story.
Such implicit metaphors give way to rather more melodramatic oppositions between sky/golden age on the one hand and rude awakening on the other: -Oui, Monique, il y a une femme dans ma vie. 
Conclusion
I started from Fallaize's suggestive analysis of a development in Beauvoir's fiction from the early novels, where female characters are less dominant narratively, to the late works, where they are dominant, 'negative' mad woman characters. What I have tried to show here is that it is not just Murielle in the central story, 'Monologue', who illustrates this 'madness', but all three of the protagonists in La Femme rompue. All three wrestle with the problem of who they are, all three also try out different types of discourse in their search for authenticity. Indeed, one could even argue that the stories are organized dialectically in this respect: rational analysis is posited in 'L'Age de discretion', whereas its opposite, a discourse of hysterical identification, operates in 'Monologue'. These, then, are two extremes, and the function of the final story is to resolve the distance between those extremes; the blind self-justification typical of Murielle is slowly and carefully exposed to Monique's consciousness by the very process of writing, just as in the first story it is writing which provokes the crisis (the reception of the new book) as well as partially resolving it (the sentimental quotations from Aucassin et Nicolette).
All three discourses fail in the search for authenticity, and the failure is metaphorized as a kind of madness. The protagonists lock themsleves in closed rooms, which, I would suggest, is a metaphor for the prison-house of male narrative. Sandra Gilbert and Susan Gubar have explained how nineteenth-century women 'were in some sense imprisoned in men's houses' and that it could be said that figuratively, women writers were 'locked into male texts', with the result that 'spatial imagery of enclosure and escape' is characteristic of their writing.9 They link this with the 'female Gothic' as defined by Ellen Moers.10 It may seem suprising that I have picked out certain images which suggest that Beauvoir's writing could be in some way gothic; but then consider how her protagonists are trapped, and how this is expressed in images of entombment, madness, and fear. Moreover, gothic protagonists are not infrequently 'split personalities';11 Beauvoir's protagonists suffer from the split between the 'ideal' wife and mother, as defined by patriarchal society, and an awareness that they cannot achieve the ideal. They believe that they can see their situations clearly, that those situations are freely chosen, that their actions are purely conceived within those situations. I hope to have shown how the stories rely on complex series of images which underline the gradual dismantling of such illusions. What comes across is that clarity, purity, and freedom are all associated with the male, and with a vanished golden age, whereas women are associated with opacity: the opacity of vision but also the opacity of the body, sexuality, entombment.
It is a depressingly familiar catalogue. As Beauvoir herself pointed out, she was criticized by feminists for giving such a pessimistic view of women's situation. She countered: 'Je ne me sens pas astreinte a choisir des heroines exemplaires. Decrire l'echec, l'erreur, la mauvaise foi, ce n'est, me semble-t-il, trahir personne' (Tout comptefait, p. 145). I conclude by suggesting that she could not have done other than present a pessimistic view, given the absence of a strongly articulated tradition of women's writing, which did not emerge until the I970s. If fiction is problematic in It is a situation neatly encapsulated by the epigraph which opens this paper, and which was written in 1976, where Beauvoir refers to herself in 1967 as an unavoidably male auteur ('il'), 'blind' ('aveugle') to a background ('fond') which in fact did not exist until the mid-197os. The strongly articulated tradition of women's writing established in the 197os at least gives a woman writer the possibility of escaping from the entombment of patriarchal fictions, and conceiving (of) real heroines rather than sad, mixed-up gothic monsters.12 UNIVERSITY OF NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE PHIL POWRIE
